
A.R.S 
Ars (Arthouse Roleplaying System)

Ars means art, and the goal of this game is to provide a serious system for telling stories based 
on characters and their stories. 

You won't find classes, alignments or tools to sidestep roleplaying (Charisma, IQ, influence rolls, etc) in
Ars.  In ARS there are no cheap social skills to cover poor acting, for only skills that CAN'T be role-
played should be covered in a Role playing game... the whole point is acting.

It's not meant to be for casual players who are uninterested in living theator.  This is not a 
"beer and pretzels" game, it's not a game, it's a simulator for creating dramatic storytelling and 
realistic character portrayals for roleplaying. It's about "Roleplaying not roll-playing".  

WTF is Roleplaying?
What is Role-playing? It's acting, and the assumption of an identity that is not yourself. To tell a story 
as in a novel of movie. When action gets to much for acting, such as combat..we use dice much as a 
movie would a stuntman to ciover for the actor. The same is done for other physical actions from 
climbing to cooking, to singing to blacksmithing. 

Needed Materials
 When dice are needed for rolls, standard 6 sided are the only dice used. 

________________________________________________________________________



Rolled Stats ( 2d6+5 ) Average humans have 9-11 as stats

Strength 

Strength is the physical ability to use ones muscles. It affects damage, carrying capacity, ect

Knowledge

Knowledge is NOT intelligence, but a mix of ones ability to have knowledge and use it.

Agility

Agility is ones physical abilito to use ones body, it effects ones ability to hit, dodge, etc.

Vitality

Vitality is ones general health, and overall constitution. It effects recovery, endurance, ect

Size

Size is how big a character is, it effects movement, hit points, carrying capacity, etc.

Appearance

Appearance is how good you look to others. It carries no advantages beyond social ones.

Talent

Talent is the natural talent you have, your creativity and ability to to use it. 

______________________________________________________________________________
Optionally a player may lower a stat by 2 and increase another stat by 1 once at creation.

Optionally Characters can increase STR, Size or both by trading 4pts total from Agility, Vitality and/or 
appearance and getting 2pts to add to one or 1pt to both. Likewize they can spend 4pts from STR or Size and 
put 2pts into from Agility, Vitality and/or appearance.

Optionally a female Character may further lower her size by two and increase appearance by one.
This is not for sexism but for cultural realities as practiced historically. This is about realistic storytelling 

and not wish fulfilment. Lot's of games cover that already, and ARS is meant to be taken as a form of live 
literature.  Again this is not a game but a simulator for telling stories.



Calculated Stats
Hit points & Carrying Capacity
Hit points are (Strength + Vitality/2 + Size)/2 rounding
up

Carrying Capacity (calculated as hit points above.) 
Weight carried is the Number x10, or x15 with extra 
effort.

Endurance is Strength  -Size + Vitality

Base Damage is Strength/4 rounded down + weapon 
type

Magic Points is your (Knowlege + Vitality/2) + 
(Talent/2) /2

Skill Points. Everyone learns skills and gets more 
skilled over time. To figure starting skill points take 
your (Knowlege + Talent/4 rounding up) x (the 
Characters age/10)/2
Example: Tumas has a Knowledge of 12 and a talent 
of 10 (12+10= 22) he's 26yrs old (26/10 =2.6 or 3 so 
22+3 =25 and thats divided by 2 to have a total of 13 
skill points.

Mental Skills and ordinary Physical Skills cost one 
skill point each for a skill.

Combat Ability Skill sets cost 2 points per skillset.

Magical Spells and Psychic abilities cost 3 points per 
spell/ability

Optional Stats
Sanity (Knowledge -Talent) +2d6+5 base sanity 

Sanity is a statistic where the sanity can be 
attacked such as in horror, cyberpunk and weird 
technology backgrounds. It generally is not used in hard
science backgrounds.

Reputation (Knowledge + Appearance +Talent) /3 
rounding down is your base reputation
Stat Social role Equal to
2 or lower Perverted Deviant
3-5 Weirdo
6-9 Creeper
10-11 Average 
12-15 Reputable
16-18 Trustworthy
19+ Unquestionable Honor

Reputation can increase or decrease depending on how
a character acts by 1 each game. It does not mean it is 
to be changed every game but from specific causes.

Fame (Fame is how far your reputation goes) Base is 
1d6 for starting characters + 1/2 reputation -1.
Stat Level of fame
2 or lower Unknown to almost everyone. A 

stranger in a strange land.
3-5 You are not well known beyond a few 

people
6-9 You're often refered to as "Oh it's what's his

name..I know him) some locals know you.
10-11 Average guy know by many locals. 
12-15 Local, well known by most locals and 

some in your city/barony.
16-18 Famous large fish in a small pool, known by 

most in your city and some others.
19-21 Famous known by many in your county.

(youtube celebrity, evil wizard.)
22-25 Famous known by many in your 

state/duchy. 
26-28 Famous known by many in your small 

kingdom/nation.
29-31 Famous known by many in your large 

kingdom/nation



Optional Damage
Characters normally are knocked unconcious 

at 0 hit points and die when they hit their -hitpoint 
total. Eg. a 10 hp character dies at -10, a 14 hp 
character at -14.

Option (less crippling) 
Optionally a character may be allowed to 

recover 1 hit point per second to get back to 0hp and 

stay unconscious. An unconscious character can be 
killed by anyone with a weapon but will at least get 
back into action again

Option (Stun, and bleeding)
Optionally stun damage and bleeding can be 

addressed by allowing damage to recover within an 
hour up to 25% of the damage done. A successful 
medicine roll can bring this to 50%.

____________________________________________________________________________
Flaws and Boons (optional) Roll once 
1 1 Annoying face, not ugly but somehow annoying. -1d3 when using appearance.

2 Impoverished. Starts game with no wealth or equipment.
3 Poor Starts game with half wealth.
4 Racial or religious Minority. (treat as annoying face if discovered.)
5 Racial or religious bigot. (treat as annoying face by minorities.)
6 Creepy Vibe (treat as annoying face by the opposite sex, kids, animals.)

2 1 Roll twice (ignore and lose roll if rolled again, but add scar or blemish.)
2 Horrible scar/Funny Tattoo  (treat as annoying face if discovered.)
3 Very Poor Starts game with one quarter wealth.
4 Player invents mental phobia.
5 Gamemaster invents mental phobia.
6 Other players invent mental phobia, player chooses from the suggestions.

3-4 1 Talented in an art, increase Talent by 1d6 in only an art. Does not affect TAL.
2 Talented in Mathematics add 1d6 to KNO in any math related roll.
3 Talented im Language add 1d3 languages to the character.
4 High Dexterity +1d3 to Physical Skills using only the hands (not combat)
5 Acute Hearing. +1d3 to the characters hearing rolls (VIT)
6 Acute Vision + 1d3 to the characters vison rolls (VIT)

5 1 Rival (Define with gamemaster)
2 Contact (Define with gamemaster)
3 Well Off, start with 50% more wealth and a horse or like vehicle.
4 Wealthy, start with x2 wealth and a fine horse or like vehicle.
5 Very Wealthy, start with x6 more wealth and a very fine horse or like vehicle.
6 Add 1 to any statistic (max 17)

6 1 Enemy (Define with gamemaster)
2 Retainer (Define with gamemaster)
3 Lose one point from any statistic you choose, but gain a language.
4 Base,  an outpost defined by you and/or the gamemaster. 
5 Roll twice (ignore and lose roll if rolled again, add somekind of bad hair.)
6 Night Vision, no penalties at night.



Combat
Combat is simple, quick and generally lethal enough that as in real life is only engaged when no other option is 
possible. 

Fighting Ability
Everyone is assumed to have a basic fighting ability, just not an effective ability.  Characters have a basic fighting
Stat called Fighting. Fighting is calculated as below.
(STR + Vitality/2) + (1/2 ones agility)/3 = Fighting ability
Example: Tumas has a Strength of 13 a vitality of 15 and a Agility of 16. STR 13 + VIT 15 = 28 divided by 2 = 14 + 
8 (half of his agility 16) = 22 divided by 3 = 7.33 or 7.
So Tumas has a fighting abilityof 7 as a base

Fighting Ability Skill Sets
Fighting ability is modified by by ones attacks, and skills (and by armor if worn.)

Using a weapon/attack you are trained in gives you your basic fighting ability
Using a weapon/attack you  are not trained in gives you HALF (rounded down) your fighting ability.

Sample Skillsets___________________________________________________________
Melee (mass weapons), Melee (Edged weapons), Melee (halfed weapons), Hand to Hand, Archery, Firearms 
(pistols), Firearms (longarms), etc

Attacking
To attack the contestants have to roll a contest in skills in Fighting ability using 2d6+ their fighting abilities each 
with the victor damaging the other. For every 3 points the victor wins by and extra point of damage may be 
inflicted if the victor chooses.

A defender can choose to evade, at an extra +4 to their Fighting Ability but if they win they don't get to damage
the attacker.

Base Damage is Strength/4 rounded down + weapon type

Ranged attacks are at an extra -1 per 20 feet distance to a target, if the target does not have a range attack as 
well then no counter damage will occur. Defenders can also evade.

Sample weapon types___________________________________________________________
HTH Punch 1d6-4 + base damage Bite 1d6-5 + base damage
HTH Kick 1d6-3+base damage
Club 1d6 -1+base damage
Knife 1d6 +base damage
Arrow/Sword 2d6+base damage
Battle axe/Great Sword 3d6-1 +base damage

Light pistol (22.lr-32acp) 2d6
Medium pistol ,(38. 9mm, 40.) or light rifle 3d6
Heavy pistol (44., 45cal, 357.) or medium rifle (223.5.56) 4d6+1
Heavy Rifle 5d6 (308, 30-06) 5d6+2
Very heavy rifle (450, 50 cal, etc) 6d6+3

____________________________________________________________________________



Armor
Wearing armor has advantages and disadvantages in combat, it's bulk lowers ones Fighting Ability, but it also 
creates a damage resistsance when characters take damage.
Type  __                                 Cost          Protection Value                Fighting Ability mod                   Weight
Light Armor ___________________________________________________________
Padded 5 sp +1   0 10 lb.
Leather 10 sp +2    0 15 lb.
Studded/hard leather 25 sp +3  –1 20 lb.
Chain shirt 100 sp +4  –2 25 lb.
Level IIa vest $200 +6 -2 10lbs
Medium Armor ___________________________________________________________
Hide 15 sp +3  –3 25 lb.
Scale mail 50 sp +4  –4 30 lb.
Chainmail 150 sp +5  –5 40 lb.
Breastplate 200 sp +5  –4 30 lb.
Level IIIa vest $300 +12 -3 15lbs
Heavy Armor ___________________________________________________________
Splint mail 200 sp +6  –7 45 lb.
Banded mail 250 sp +6 –6 35 lb.
Half-plate 600 sp +7 –7 50 lb.
Full plate 1,500 sp +8 –6 50 lb.
Level IVa vest $450 +20 -4 25lbs

Initiative
Normally the first player to call an action wins inititive, as why slow down a game with yet another 

clumsy mechanic. When needed 2d6+Agility in a contest will solve issues fairly and accurately. 



Skills
Skills are abilities that you are adept at, it does not mean others may not attempt them but that you are already
skilled in them. Skills when not affecting other characters or npcs are generally assumed to succed if you have 
the skill, rolls are only done if an unskilled character tries to attempt them or if it is a especially difficult action.

Physical skills are (Agility + Talent/2) and Mental skills are Knowledge + Talent/2).  Skills work as well from 
contests of skill depending on the difficulty.

Difficulty Level or vs Target if needed
Easy  9 +4
Normal/Routine 12 +1
Medium 15 +/-0
Hard 18 -1
Very Hard 21 -4
Almost impossible 24 -7

Skills (Sample list) * are modern________________________________________________
Acrobatics (P) Language (M)
Art (type) (M) Lockpicking (P)
Armoring (M) Mechanics (M)
Brewing (M) Medicine (M)
Computers* (M) Mixology*/Bartender (M)
Criminology (M) Fishing (M)
Carpentry (M) Occultism (M)
Cartography (M) Pickpocket (P)
Climbing (P) Piloting (type)* (P)
Climatology (M) Science (type)* (M)
Driving* (P) Sports (TYPE) (P)
Fast Draw (P) Tracking (M)
Gunsmithing (P) Swimming (P)
Hatmaking (P) Seamanship (P)
Horse Taming (M) Riding (horse) (P)

Magic
Magic_______________________________________________________________________

Spells should be unique and relevant to a background, to do this we will use the below two step process
to build spells and figure the effects. They are used like mental skills, even when used to attack. The damage is 
your current magic points + what the number you win by.

Create Water
Destroy Fire
Control Air
Animate Earth
Throw Light
Seek Darkness
Heal Other (Type)
Summon Electricity
Move/Manipulate Hex/Curse
Imbue/Enchant Cold/Heat
Protect Plant



Experiance
In real life skills often  take years to develop, and development is very gradual over time.
Most games allow xp points for killing, acting random, or completing tasks (odd but true.)
These points allow rapid growth and associated cartoony powers from point pools.

This is often a major flaw in games as it can't be reflected realistically in a "game". It almost always cheapens a 
campaign when used as designed, so ARS will provide a frame work to build experiance but without the 
assinine experiance points.

Gamemasters only give experiance if they believe the character was acting in a realistic and genuine manner. 
An insincere character portrayl deserves no experiance, as without a strong foundation you can't build upon it. 

Players choose where experiance goes, and can tell a GM one of the below methods of using experiance.

A. Increase/buy a skill. Normal skills take 2 games to increase a skill by one or learn a new skill. Combat skills 
take 3 games and spells/psi/powers 4 games.

B. Increase a statistic, this takes as many games as half the statistic (rounding up) to the level needed to 
increase a statistic by one point.  Eg. from an 8 to 9 STR would cost 5 days of gameplay before the STR reached 
9. From a 15 to a 16 it would take 8 days of gameplay.

Campaign Types
   Realistic This is the default level of the rules. Standard Hit Points
   Heroic Characters are more akin to television style stories. +50% HP
  Cinematic Characters are more akin to Hollywood movie stories. x2 HP
  Four Color Characters are more akin to comic book characters. x3 HP

Sample Monsters
Zombie

STR: 10 Hit points: 11
AGI:   7 Fighting Ability: 5
VIT: 14 Endurance: Unlimited
SIZ: 10 Damage: Bite 1d6-5 + base damage

Zombies are infected corpses with little to no functioning intelligence. The hunt by sight or sound and will pack 
up into herds when not hunting over time. Zombies can't climb, though they can manage stairs and will crawl 
up things if possible to get to living flesh.

Zombies can only die from the brain being hit (-3 to fighting ability to hit) and taking 1/2 damage to the brain to
kill. Otherwise damage just immobilizes them but not killing them.

Automatically half all damage that is not aimed at the head.
__________________________________________________________________________



Name:_____________________________________________________________
Race/Culture/Religion____________________________Sex________Age:_____
Concept: ___________________________________________________________

Stats Base Damage:  is Strength/4 rounded down + weapon type

___________________________________________________________________________
Strength : Hit Points: Hit points are (Strength + Vitality/2) + Size/2 rounding up

Knowledge: Carrying Capacity: (calculated as hit points above.) 

Agility:
Vitality: Endurance : (Strength  -Size + Vitality)

Size:
Appearance:
Talent: Magic Points is your (Knowlege + Vitality/2) + (Talent/2) /2

__________________________________________________________________________
Skill Points

Skills:
________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________

________________________________________             ____________________________________________



ARTHOUSE
a movie theater that shows mostly foreign movies and movies that are made by small companies : a building 
where art films are shown

Character Careers (Quick Templates)
Characters don't have character classes, just as we players in reality don't have them. What we do have are 
skills and skillsets and can address common ones players can choose, or not choose to use. Players optionally 
may choose a carreer type below.
Fighter
Cleric
Thief
Wizard
Ranger
Noble
Police officer
Merchant
Bandit
Gang Member/Thug


